At the surfaces of autophoretic colloids, slip velocities arise from local chemical gradients that are many-body functions of particle configuration and activity. For rapid chemical diffusion, coupled with slip-induced hydrodynamic interactions, we deduce the chemohydrodynamic forces and torques between colloids. Near a no-slip wall, the forces can be expressed as gradients of a non-equilibrium potential which, by tuning the type of activity, can be varied from repulsive to attractive. When this potential has a barrier, we find arrested phase separation with a mean cluster size set by competing chemical and hydrodynamic forces. These are controlled in turn by the monopolar and dipolar contributions to the active chemical surface fluxes.
Non-equilibrium processes, of biological [1] or chemical [2, 3] origin, when confined to a thin boundary layer around an active colloidal particle, create interfacial slip flows. These drive exterior fluid flow, which mediates long-ranged hydrodynamic interactions between particles [4] [5] [6] [7] . In instances where the slip is of biological origin, as for example in suspensions of Volvox [8, 9] , the slip on any one particle is typically independent of the configuration and slip of other particles. Motion under the active hydrodynamic forces and torques thereby computed [4] [5] [6] is in excellent agreement with experiment [7, 10] . However, when slip is induced by gradients of chemical species, as for example in autophoretic colloids [3, 11] , the gradient at the location of one particle is determined by the chemical fields of all other particles, causing the slip to be a many-body function of the colloidal configurations and activities. Interactions in autophoretic suspensions thus have both chemical and hydrodynamic many-body contributions. A quantitative theory of these is necessary to understand the dynamics and non-equilibrium steadystates of such suspensions.
Experiments on active suspensions are often performed in the vicinity of a plane boundary, for example a noslip wall [11] [12] [13] . Here, aggregation of colloids to a self-limiting cluster size that is proportional to the selfpropulsion speed has been reported. This cannot be explained by current theories [14] [15] [16] [17] , which typically only account for chemical (not hydrodynamic) many-body effects. While it has been shown that translational and rotational diffusiophoretic motion in overlapping chemical fields can induce aggregation [14] , this predicts instead a decrease in the size of aggregates with self-propulsion speed [12, 13] . In other work, aggregation has been attributed to the tendency of particles to propel away from the chemical they produce [16, 18] leading to formation of patterns. So far, all of the above theories ignore the local conservation of momentum and/or the role played by plane boundaries as barriers to chemical flux and sinks of fluid momentum. A theory which consistently accounts for these effects remains lacking.
In this Letter we present a microscopic theory for autophoretic colloids, in the proximity of boundaries, restricting attention for simplicity to cases governed by a single chemical diffusant species. We construct the slip on one particle as a many-body function of the position and activity of all others. The slip is obtained from the solution of the diffusion equation, in the limit of zero Péclet number, and then used in the momentum equation, in the limit of slow viscous flow, to compute active forces and torques between the colloids.
These chemohydrodynamic forces and torques generically do not admit potentials and explicitly violate the action-reaction principle [19] . Near a plane boundary however, where the chemical flux and fluid flow vanish, the bulk flow is predominantly irrotational and, strikingly, the interactions can after all be written as gradients of a non-equilibrium pair potential. To leading order, this potential depends on the ratio, α, of the magnitudes of monopolar and dipolar chemical activity of the colloids and can be varied, by tuning this ratio, from purely repulsive to purely attractive. This leads to colloidal steady-states that are, respectively, gaseous and crystalline. When instead the potential has a barrier, phase separation can arrest to a self-limiting cluster size that is set directly by α. We now explain how these results are derived.
Many-body active slip: We consider a suspension of N active spherical colloids of radius b in an incompressible fluid of viscosity η. The spheres are centered at R i and oriented along p i , i = 1, . . . N . Reactions on the colloidal surface produce a chemical c which diffuses into the bulk with diffusivity D. The slip induced by the gradient of this chemical at the surface of the i-th colloid is [2] 
where ρ i is the radius vector, ∇ s is the surface gradient and µ c (ρ i ), the phoretic mobility. The slip is thus a prescribed function that depends on the interaction of the chemical with the colloidal surface. Gradients in autophoretic systems are induced by surface chemical reactions with an active surface flux j A (ρ i ) =ρ i · j(ρ i ) where j = −D∇c is the diffusive flux. (This is in contrast to diffusiophoresis where the gradient is externally imposed.) The central problem, then, is to obtain the unknown surface gradient of c on each colloid in terms of the known active fluxes on all colloids which, when inserted in (1), yield the many-body slip velocities.
In the limit of rapid diffusion, the concentration reaches a steady-state and the conservation of chemical implies that ∇·j = −D∇ 2 c = 0. Under these conditions, the concentrations and surface fluxes are related by the boundary integral equation of a harmonic scalar field. This equation can be solved efficiently by expanding the fields at the surfaces of the N spherical colloids in tensorial spherical harmonics, c(
i are l-th rank symmetric irreducible tensorial coefficients, while w l andw l are l-dependent factors [20] . (Here and below, a maximal contraction of two tensors is denoted by a dot product.) Linearity of the diffusion equation then implies that coefficients of the surface concentration C 
Here repeated particle are summed over and ε (l,l ) ik are generalized "elastance" tensors, first studied by Maxwell [21] for l, l = 0 in the context of systems of conductors.
These elastances can be found in terms of the Green's function H(r, r ) of the diffusion equation [20] . The surface gradient required in (1) can then be computed as
, where the omitted l = 0 term vanishes. Combined with (2), this yields our key analytical result for the many-body slip,
Away from boundaries, the self-elastance tensors ε (l,l ) ii are diagonal in the harmonic indices l and l while the mutual-elastance tensors obey ε
ki . To leading order we have ε
in an unbounded medium, modes l = 0 (monopole) and l = 1 (dipole) have longranged contributions to the many-body slip. The selfpropulsion and self-rotation velocities of colloids without hydrodynamic interactions and remote from a boundary are then given by integrals of the slip, V [22] [23] [24] . Crucially, this approximation allows only for phoretic interactions and ignores hydrodynamic ones.
Chemohydrodynamic traction: In the presence of hydrodynamic interactions and/or the proximity to boundaries, motion has to be derived from force and torque balance for the particles, taking into account the conservation of fluid momentum. Expressions for forces, torques, and higher multipoles of the traction (force per unit area) on colloids with active slip in slow viscous flow have been derived recently. Following [6] , we expand both the active slip and the traction in tensor spherical harmonics, with coefficients V . Here an additional triplevalued index index, σ, connoting symmetric irreducible, antisymmetric, and trace contractions is necessary because the expanded quantities are vector-valued.
The final result is simply stated: irreducible modes of the traction are proportional to the irreducible modes of the slip, leading to the generalized Stokes laws,
The coefficients of proportionality, γ
are generalized friction tensors, and can be computed in terms of the Green's function G(r, r ) of the Stokes equation. These relations have been used previously to study active colloids without many-body slip effects [5, 7] .
We now use (1) together with the many-body expression in (2) to obtain the slip coefficients
Here, and below, repeated tensorial harmonic indices indices are summed over, P (lσ) projects a reducible tensor onto its σ-th irreducible part, while the tensors λ (l,l ) ik couple modes of the activity and slip, and obey
In the above, M
i are tensorial harmonic coefficients of µ c (ρ i ), d l andd l are l-dependent factors given in [20] , and I is the identity. Inserting into (4, 5) , and defining new coupling tensors λ
ik , we obtain our key result for the chemohydrodynamic traction, which combines both chemical and hydrodynamic many-body effects: The first (lσ = 1s) and second antisymmetric (lσ = 2a) modes are respectively the force and torque; the second symmetric (lσ = 2s) mode is the stresslet, and remaining modes determine the exterior fluid flow and the power dissipation [6] . It follows that the forces and torques are long-ranged, dissipative, and non-reciprocal [19] .
In the Stokesian regime, with drag force
· Ω k and body torque T P i , force and torque balance on particle i require
These linear equations implicitly relate the velocities and angular velocities to modes of the active flux and externally imposed forces and torques [20] . This completes our general solution of the many-body slip problem. Autophoresis of bottom-heavy particles near a plane wall: We next apply the general solution found above to a specific example: autophoretic particles near a plane wall in which the active surface flux j A has monopolar and dipolar modes, and the phoretic mobility is constant:
This is a minimal representation of autophoretic Janus colloids. We assume sufficient bottom-heaviness to ensure that they remain fully oriented along the wallnormal. The first four panels of Fig.(1) show the chemical and flow fields of one such colloid in isolation, at two different heights h from the wall. For h > h m , beyond the range of the repulsive steric potential from the wall, the self-propulsion force, the first term in (7), leads to motion towards the wall with a quadrupolar flow. At heights h < h m , vertical motion is stalled when the perpendicular component of the active force balances steric repulsion [20] . The many-body dynamics is then determined by the interplay of chemical (one-body friction and induced slip) and hydrodynamic (one-body slip and non-local friction) interparticle forces in (7), given respectively as
Here r = |r| is the separation between the particles,
, where γ and γ ⊥ are, respectively, one-body friction parallel and perpendicular to the wall [25] . (See [20] for full expressions.) The balance of the two competing forces sets a length scale,
Here α = J
z /J (0) is a dimensionless activity number which is the ratio of the strengths of the chemical dipole and monopole. This dependence on the height from the wall has also been found in a different context [26] .
Although not true in general, for the chosen geometry the sum of leading-order chemical and hydrodynamic forces in (10) can, surprisingly, be obtained from an effective pair potential
We plot our results for forces and potential in panels (e-h) of Fig.(1) , as a function lateral pair separation r, at different values of α. In panel (e), we show that the chemical force F A C 12 depends on the sign of α, which is controlled by the sign of J (0) , while the hydrodynamic component F A H 12 is always attractive. Thus, the effective potential has a barrier if the chemical interaction is repulsive, as shown in panel (h); the effective interaction is then repulsive for r > r c , and attractive for r < r c . This barrier can lead to arrest of phase separation at a finite cluster scale, as we now demonstrate.
In panel (a-l) of Fig.(2) , we show the dynamics of 2 11 autophoretic colloids at a plane wall, for three different values of the activity number α. In all cases, we start from an initially random hard-sphere configuration [27] . Panels (a-d) of Fig.( 2) correspond to α < 1; here the chemical repulsion dominates the hydrodynamic attraction. The result is no clustering as the effective interaction between the colloids is fully repulsive. For a larger value of α = 2.5, there is a barrier at r = r c as explained above (see (10) ). This leads to arrested phase separation with clusters of particles, as shown in panels (e-h). These dynamic clusters are closely similar to those reported in experiments of autophoretic colloids [11, 12] . When α is negative, both chemical and hydrodynamic interactions are attractive, and full phase separation is achieved. Thus, we have identified three distinct phases in the space of chemical parameters; see Fig.(2) (m) . The average number of particles N c in the arrested clusters can be tuned by varying the activity parameter α. In panel (n) of Fig.(2) , we show that N c is linearly proportional to α. The scaling can be understood from the fact that the number of particles in a two-dimensional cluster is proportional to r 2 c , and from Eq.(11) r c is proportional to √ α. It is interesting to compare the resulting linear scaling with the experiments of [12, 13] . There, the cluster size grows linearly with the self-propulsion speed v s of isolated colloids, when this speed is varied by adjusting the fuel concentration or light intensity. Within our theory, v s is indeed is proportional to α, but only if the monopole current J (0) is held fixed as the dipolar activity J (1) z is varied. At present we can see no reason to expect constant J (0) on varying the overall fuel level, in which case the explanation of the experimental linear scaling lies beyond the present theory. However, this finding may offer valuable mechanistic information. Specifically, we assumed autophoresis to stem from the active surface chemical flux j
A of a single diffusant field c, whereas the mechanism of self-propulsion arising in experimental systems may instead require a description involving multiple (possibly charged) diffusant species [28, 29] .
Discussion: We have shown that dynamic clustering of bottom-heavy autophoretic colloids near a hard wall can arise from emergence of a barrier in an effective pair potential for chemohydrodynamic interactions between the colloids. This remarkably simple pairwise description is fully underpinned by our general treatment of the manybody coupling between a rapid chemical diffusant, slip and hydrodynamic interactions, whose numerical investigation in other geometries we leave to future work. Our barrier heights scale like F a b ∼ 6πηb 2 v s , which for a typical experiment [11] with b = 2 µm and v s = 10 µms −1 , is roughly 10 −19 J, two orders of magnitude higher than the thermal energy k B T . This changes for smaller particles so that chemical, hydrodynamic and thermal forces are then all relevant. Our many-body formalism is generalizable to this case, and also, once they are fully identified, to some of more complex multi-species mechanisms of autophoresis that may be important experimentally.
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I. ELASTANCE TENSORS
We study concentration and flow fields around spherical colloids of radius b. The i-th sphere, centered at R i , has radius vector ρ i and orientation vector p i , while r i is a point on the boundary. The boundary integral representation of the Laplace equation gives the concentration field c (r) at a point r in the bulk as
Here H(r, r ) is a Green's function of Laplace equation
. The Einstein summation convention is used.
We use the Galerkin method to solve for the unknown concentration field in terms of given surface flux by expanding the boundary fields on the i-th colloid as
in terms of l-th tensorial spherical harmonic Y (l) (ρ), defined in the main text. The above gives the constants, defined in the main text,
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (13) by the l -th basis function and integrating on the surface of the i -th colloid gives the linear system for the unknown C (l)
where the matrix elements H
These are obtained explicitly in terms of a Green's function of Laplace equation and their derivatives (as shown in section III). Jacobi solution of generalized elastance tensors: The above system of linear equations gives the l-th concentration mode on the i-th sphere, in terms of the chemical activity mode l on the k-th sphere as C
Here H and L are matrices, whose (l, l ) element in the ik block are H
The iterative Jacobi solution of generalized elastance tensor, after the n-th iteration, is then ε (l,l ) ij
Here
, and the prime on the Σ in (17) indicates that the diagonal term (i = j = k and l = l = l ) is not included in the summation [32] . The linear system is diagonally dominant, and we use the one-body solution as the initial guess for the Jacobi iteration. Thus, the zeroth order solution, for the scalar field is ε (l, l ) ij
ii . The solution is then obtained by the iterative scheme of (17) until a desired convergence is reached. Chemical interactions appear at the first Jacobi iteration, in terms of Green's function of the Laplace equation, from the expression of matrix elements given in section III.
II. COUPLING TENSORS
In this section we derive the expression for the coupling tensor λ (l) . This linear relation is given in terms of the elastance tensors, whose explicit form is obtained in Eq. (17) above. We now outline the steps involved in the derivation.
We expand the slip in tensorial spherical harmonics
and use Eq. (1) and Eq.(3) of the main text to obtain the explicit forms of the coefficients as
Here, l 1 = 2l + 2l . From the above solution we identify the expression for the coupling tensor λ (l,l ) ik given in Eq.(5) of the main text. Their explicit form then follows from the coefficients of the phoretic mobility and the Jacobi solution for the elastance tensor, derived in the previous section.
III. SOLUTIONS OF BOUNDARY INTEGRALS
The concentration field, Eq.(13), can be evaluated by Galerkin discretization. This is achieved by Taylor expansion of the Green's function and using the orthogonality of the basis functions
where the boundary integrals are given as
Thus, we obtained exact solutions for the boundary integrals in terms of a Green's function of Laplace equation.
Matrix elements: The matrix elements of the linear system are given in of Eq. (15) . The off-diagonal matrix elements, i = k, can be solved as explained above to obtain
The diagonal matrix elements need more work. We write the Green's function H = H 0 + H * , where H 0 is the Green's function in the unbounded domain and H * is the correction required to satisfy the boundary condition. The contribution to the diagonal matrix elements from the nonsingular correction H * of the Green's function is then
The contributions from H 0 are singular and need to be obtained from the integrals of Bessel functions, as shown below.
The tensorial harmonics are eigenfunctions of the double layer such that L
i , and thus, the linear system of equations Eq.(16), then reduces to C (l)
i . The boundary integral for matrix element is given in Eq. (15) . We evaluate this, for singular contribution from H 0 , by expanding the Green's function in Fourier space. We define the Fourier transform of a function ϕ(r) aŝ
The Green's function of the Laplace equation, and its Fourier transform, in an unbounded space
is then used in Eq.(15a) to obtain
The above integral can be completed using a plane wave expansion in terms of tensorial spherical harmonics as
, and using using the orthogonality of both the harmonics of Y (l) and the spherical Bessel function
The expression of the single-layer diagonalmatrix elements is then [24, 33] 
It should also be noted that above is the exact one-body solution in an unbounded domain H
, when H * vanishes and H = H 0 . The propulsion velocity of an isolated colloid, using results of Section (I), is then
IV. EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL OF CHEMOHYDRODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS
In this section, we obtain the effective potential of chemical and hydrodynamic interactions between active colloids near a no-slip wall. The expression for the effective potential follows from the explicit evaluation of the forces in terms of Green's functions of Laplace and Stokes equations, as we now describe.
Green's functions: We use the following Green's function of the Laplace equation
which satisfies the no-flux condition at the plane wall. The Lorentz-Blake tensor
which satisfies the no-slip condition at a plane wall [34, 35] , is the choice of the Green's function for the Stokes equation. Here M = I − 2ẑẑ is the mirror operator with respect to the wall at
12 (self-friction and induced slip) and hydrodynamic forces F A H 12 (self-slip and mutual friction) of Eq.(9) of the main text is obtained using the Jacobi iteration of section I. The solution is
2 ) .
Here γ T = γ T ⊥ẑ +γ T (x+ŷ) is self-friction of a colloid at a height h from the wall, with and ⊥ indicating directions parallel and perpendicular to the wall [25] .
We note that the above expressions for forces can be simplified, by considering only the leading terms in the powers of distance, as shown in Eq.(9) of the main text. In arriving at the expression in the main text, we note that
αγ (r * )M βγ , as the two monopoles from the source and image cancel the dipole terms in the Lorentz-Blake tensor [35] . Consequently, it is possible to write the hydrodynamic force in terms of an effective potential. The chemical force can be written in terms of a potential by construction, due to Eq.(1) of the main text. Thus, we arrive at the effective potential of Eq.(11) of the main text. We reiterate that, in general, hydrodynamic forces are of non-potential origin, but in some cases like here, we can write it in terms of a potential. The resulting expressions of forces and effective potential have been plotted in Fig.(1) of the main text.
V. SIMULATION DETAILS
In the microhydrodynamic regime, as applicable to the colloidal scale, Newton's equations of motion are conditions of instantaneous balance of forces and torques on the colloids. Explicit expression for force and torque balance is given in Eq.(7) of the main text. Eq. (7) is then inverted to obtain the rigid body motion of active colloids in terms of the coefficients of the known surface flux
Here µ αβ , with (α, β) = (T, R), are the usual mobility matrices [33, 36] , while the propulsion tensors π (α,l σ ) give active contributions due to the slip [4, 6] . In the above, we have ignored any Brownian contribution [37] , which is sub-leading to chemical and hydrodynamic interactions [5] . We update the positions aṡ R i = V i , and orientation asṗ i = Ω i × p i . We truncate the slip mode expansion at lσ = 3t. The no-slip condition for the fluid flow at the plane wall is satisfied by the Lorentz-Blake tensor [35] in the evaluation of mobility and propulsion matrices. The no-chemical flux condition at the wall is satisfied by an appropriate Green's function of the Laplace equation. These are given in section IV. The body force F P i = −∇ R i U on each colloid is due to a short-ranged repulsive potential U, which depends on displacement r, and is chosen as U (r) = rmin r 12 − 2 rmin r 6 + , for r < r min and zero otherwise [38] , where is the potential strength. The same potential has been used to model colloid-colloid repulsion and the colloid-wall repulsive force. The orientations of the colloids are stabilized along the wall normal by external torques T P = T 0 (ẑ × p i ) in the plane of the wall due to bottom-heaviness, while a repulsive potential is used to set their gravitational height h from the wall [26] .
The simulations are performed using PyStokes [39] by numerical integrations of Eq.(26). The series sum over the coefficients of the slip is truncated based on the minimal model of the active slip in Eq.(9) of the main text. We use an adaptive time step integrator, which uses the backward differentiation formula, for the numerical integration [40] . The initial distribution of colloids is a random packing of hard-spheres [27] . The WCA parameters for particle-particle repulsion are: r min = 5, = 0.04, while for the particle-wall repulsion we choose r min = 3, = 0.08 as the WCA parameters. The number of colloids N , for respective plots, are: Fig.1(a-d) : N = 1; Fig.1 
